ABSTRACT: Functional nucleotides are important in many cutting edge biomolecular techniques. Often several modified nucleotides have to be incorporated consec utively. This structural study of KlenTaq DNA polymerase, a truncated form of Thermus aquaticus DNA polymerase, gives first insights how multiple modifications are processed by a DNA polymerase and, therefore, contribute to the understanding of these enzymes in their interplay with artificial substrates.
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ABSTRACT: Functional nucleotides are important in many cutting edge biomolecular techniques. Often several modified nucleotides have to be incorporated consec utively. This structural study of KlenTaq DNA polymerase, a truncated form of Thermus aquaticus DNA polymerase, gives first insights how multiple modifications are processed by a DNA polymerase and, therefore, contribute to the understanding of these enzymes in their interplay with artificial substrates. C hemically modified 2′ deoxynucleoside triphosphates (dNTPs) play a paramount role in many cutting edge biomolecular technologies, such as next generation sequenc ing, 1 single molecule sequencing, 2 microarray analysis based on labeled DNA amplificates, 3 DNA conjugation, 4 or the in vitro selection of ligands like aptamers by systematic enrichment of ligands by exponential amplification. 5 Therefore, the rational design of modified dNTPs is getting increasingly important to ensure efficient processing by DNA polymerases. When pyrimidines are used for these endeavors the modifications are almost exclusively attached to the C5 position. 6 For rational design of the modification the knowledge of structure−function relationship of the enzyme is of outstanding importance. Recently obtained structural insights of KlenTaq (large fragment of Thermus aquaticus DNA polymerase I) highlight the processing of several modified dNTPs. 7 These studies indicate that flexible and polar functionalities allow beneficial substrate−protein interactions and thereby might improve the substrate properties. In contrast, the first structures of KlenTaq harboring a rigid and nonpolar modification of the dNTP suggested that the modification results in distortion of substrate−enzyme interactions leading to low incorporation efficiency.
7a However, recently published structures of KlenTaq processing another nonpolar, ridged but aromatic nucleotide modification indicated that the introduction of an aromatic ring in the rigid linkage enables additional interactions to the protein and thereby may contribute to good substrate properties. Until now, only structural data harboring a modified nucleotide bound in the dNTP binding site have been reported. However, incorporation of multiple modified nucleotides is crucial for many applications. 1, 2, 6 In order to get first structural insight into incorporation of multiple modified nucleotides we next studied the extension process of a modified 3′ primer terminus by a modified nucleotide. We investigated the recently reported alkyne modified nucleotide dC* ( Figure 1A ) since it has very good substrate properties, which can be functionalized by Cu(I) catalyzed azide−alkyne cycloaddition ("Click" chemistry).
7c First we aimed at investigating the extension of the modified 3′ primer terminus on a functional level. Therefore we synthesized a DNA primer strand that bears a dC* residue at the 3′ terminus (see Scheme S1). We next functionally investigated extension from modified vs unmodified primer strands, respectively, by incorporation of the modified nucleotide in comparison to the unmodified counterpart ( Figure 1C −F). Single nucleotide incorporation experiments were performed in which dC*TP directly competes for incorporation with dCTP. This experimental setup was previously used for the same purpose 7 as well as to study DNA polymerase selectivity. 8 The ratio of unmodified versus modified nucleotide incorporation is easily accessible via denaturating polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) analysis and phosphorimaging through the significantly differ ent retention times resulting from the modification of the dC*TPs ( Figure 1C ).
When studying extension from a primer terminating with dC, we found that KlenTaq DNA polymerase incorporates the modified analogue equally as the unmodified nucleotide when an ∼27 fold excess of dC*TP was used ( Figure 1C,E) . Interestingly, only a 7 fold excess of dC*TP was required when the dC* modified primer was extended ( Figure 1D,F) . To gain insight into how the modification is processed when extending a modified primer by the modified nucleotide, we crystallized KlenTaq in presence of DNA primer/template complex and ddC*TP (Schemes S2 and S3). The template sequence was designed in a way that it codes for the consecutive incorporation of two modified nucleotide analogs. At first, one modified ddC*MP is incorporated by the DNA polymerase, terminating the polymerization reaction, due to the missing 3′ OH group. Thereby, the second modified ddC*TP is captured at the nucleotide binding site poised for incorporation. The crystallization trials in the presence of ddC*TP resulted in a high resolution structure of KlenTaq in ternary complex capturing two modified nucleotide analogs (henceforth termed KlenTaq(ddC*), Scheme S3). The structure was solved by difference Fourier techniques at a resolution of 1.9 Å (Table S1 and Figure S2 ). In KlenTaq (ddC*), the polymerase adopts a similar overall structure as it is observed for KlenTaq processing of either an unmodified ddCTP Samra: KlenTaq(3KTQ) [ohne Leerzeichen] or a modified dC*TP (KlenTaq(dC*), PDB 4ELU) capturing a dC*TP in the waiting position, resulting in RMSD values for Cα atoms of 0.761 and 0.664 Å, respectively (note: ddC*TP and dC*TP bear the identical C5 modification). The close ups of the active site illustrate that in KlenTaq(ddC*) the enzyme is stalled in an active mode defined by the closure of the finger domain by the O helix comparable to KlenTaq(3KTQ) and KlenTaq(dC*) (Figure 2A−C) . The modified ddC*MP was incorporated according to the Watson Crick rule (Figure 2A) . However, the introduction of a modification at the nucleobase affects the protein−substrate interactions of the surrounding amino acids. One critical amino acid thereby is Arg660. In the natural case (KlenTaq(3KTQ)) Arg660 interacts with the phosphate backbone of the 3′ primer terminus forming a kind of clamp between the enzyme and the DNA substrate ( Figure  2B) . However, the previously published structures of KlenTaq harboring a rigid and nonpolar modified nucleotide in the active site indicate that the Arg660−primer interaction is perturbed, and instead Arg660 is flipped out to make room for the modification as seen in KlenTaq(dC*) ( Figure 2C ). The structure of KlenTaq(ddC*) shows that in case of the incorporation of two consecutive modified pyrimidine analogs the benzene rings of the modification interact with each other via π−π stacking ( Figure 2D ). Thereby the benzene ring is twisted out of the plane with respect to the nucleobase ( Figure  S3 ). This interaction might account for the higher extension proficiency of extending the dC* terminated primer by dC*TP in comparison to extension of an unmodified primer. However, this assembly results in a reorganization of the surrounding amino acid residues. For instance, Arg660 shows weak electron density indicating a high flexibility, which is manifested in an increased B factor (average B factor of Arg660 side chain atoms: 81.2 Å 2 ). Since the modifications are slightly rotated with respect to the nucleobases, Arg660 seems to orientate itself in direction of the primer strand. Furthermore, Arg587, which in KlenTaq(3KTQ) is involved to position the DNA primer, is influenced by the introduction of a benzene ring in KlenTaq(dC*) forming a cation−π interaction ( Figure 2E ). In KlenTaq(ddC*), Arg587 is released from its cation−π interaction pattern to the incoming modified nucleotide making room for the modified 3′ primer terminus ( Figure 2D,E) . Instead it adopts a similar conformation as in KlenTaq (3KTQ) and interacts with the phosphate backbone of the primer strand ( Figure 2F ). However, Arg587 in KlenTaq(ddC*) shows high flexibility, reflected by the observation of two possible conformations ( Figure 2F ). The stabilization of the primer strand seems to be slightly affected and reduced by the introduction of the modified pyrimidine analog. Inspecting the residues responsible for catalysis reveals that the complexation of the crucial bivalent metal ions differs slightly from the known arrangement in KlenTaq processing natural substrates ( Figure  3 ). In KlenTaq(ddC*) metal ion B is a Ca 2+ ion and metal ion A is octahedrally coordinated by Asp610, Glu786, and four water molecules ( Figure 3B ), whereas metal ion A in KlenTaq(3KTQ) has only five ligands ( Figure 3C ). In addition, metal ion A in KlenTaq(ddC*) shows no interaction with the α phosphate of ddC*TP, which needs to be activated for proper phosphoryl transfer, suggesting that conformational changes are required in order to facilitate the phosphodiester bond formation.
This structural study indicates the plasticity of a DNA polymerase. DNA polymerases are able to tolerate several modifications attached to pyrimidines, as numerous incorpo ration studies and applications demonstrate.
1−6 The structures of KlenTaq in complex with DNA and modified substrates show that the DNA polymerase accepts the modification and can also interact with it and clearly responds to the introduction of modifications. 7 The enzyme is equipped with several flexible and positively charged amino acids near the substrate binding sites that stabilize aberrant conformation. Especially this detail is illustrated in the KlenTaq(ddC*) structure by the flexibility of Arg660 and Arg587 (see Figure S4 for an overview). Furthermore, the introduction of a benzene ring offers them the opportunity to interact via π−π stacking as elucidated by this study that might contribute to a higher incorporation proficiency of modified nucleotides. These interactions might overrule interactions with the enzyme and, thereby, alter the substrate properties.
In summary, this study provides first insights into the mechanisms of how multiple modifications are processed by a DNA polymerase and, therefore, contribute to the under standing of these enzymes in their interplay with artificial substrates.
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